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ABSTRACT

On-the-job training is essential for workers in all industries. However, in the banking sector it can be seen as particularly important. The banks all around the world are aware that there have been major changes in their sector in the past few years and this is not set to slow anytime soon. Commercial banks play a vital and significant role in the development of a nation. Banking sector, undoubtedly is the backbone of economic growth all over the globe.

Presently, almost all the banks operate their business in Malakand division which running their operations in other parts of the country. In view of the research the population of the study a total 09 banks, which including public banks, Islamic banks and private banks, was selected and from each bank 20 employees was chosen as respondents. This study was conducted in the banking sector of Malakand Division Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The main objectives of the study were to investigate how training can affect the employee performance, turnover and overall organizational development in general and in banking sector particularly. Hypotheses were developed to conduct this study. As the data was quantitative and cross sectional, the exploratory research design utilized. To test and analysed the hypotheses, data was collected from 180 individuals through self-administered questionnaires with five point Likert’s scale and was analysed through SPSS, as well as Regression and Pearson correlation analyses were conducted on the dataset. The findings and results confirmed that employee’s training considerably affect employee’s performance, turnover and overall organizational development. The training show a very pivotal role in employee performance, skills enhancement, organizational development, career planning, capacity building and compensation which deliver standard facilities to the customers to accomplish the objectives as set out in advance. Instantaneously, it will boost organization to offer opportunity, support, motivation and additional assistances which are beneficial for delivery of training.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the organization transformed into classified qualities. The primary target of every organization is to increase economic growth and to have competitive position in the surrounding market. The working environment has changed significantly because of rapid economic globalization, the use of new information and interchanges...
novelty and emerging differing qualities in the organization. Training of workers is imperative and feasible for the organization's coherence and its development. Because of the exceptional rivalry in the market economy, all the organization must have to arrange training of their employees for the sack organization’s survival. To compete effectively, the organization must keep their workers every time prepared. Training projects are viewed as the most valuable and vital which workers elaborate from the organization. Similarly, they need the opportunity to increase and take in their skills and abilities, which empowers them to progress in their performance. Training is the dexterity of earnings with intends to enhance employee competency and organization performance. Training normally concentrates on employees' specifics abilities or helping them to right inadequacies in their performance. In the developed nations, the legislature and the organization additionally contributes a considerable measure on the training programs, both inside and outside. Employee retention is a combination of different procedures, arrangements, and policies that can retain staff for a longer period. (Nasir et al., 2019). It is useful to enhance competitive benefits and enlarged the intellectual capabilities of the organization by reducing needless expenditures on employee and training. The HR supervisor has been attempted to perceive the significance of training to build up the workers. "Training alludes to the techniques used to give new or introduce employee the aptitudes they have to play out their jobs" (Dessler, 2000). It can likewise be characterized as "the arranged and efficient adjustment of conduct through learning occasions, projects and direction, which empower individuals to accomplish the level of information, expertise and fitness expected to do their work successfully " (Armstrong, 2001). There is eminent shortfall of expert employees in each section in every organization, therefore this nation does not attain financial growth or prosperity and long term developmental objectives. The retention of employee is useful for the organization in some ways i.e. loss of the relationship, reputation, financial and talent (Aman-Ullah, Aziz, et al. 2020).

1.1. Background of the Study

Training & development remain the significant and important element of of human resource management practice. Training and Development activities are a scientific effort by organizations to take care of and improve the standard of their
workforce. Training & development may be a continuous method and occur within the organization on or off the task and increase the productivity and quality services to the clients. Training is one of the major parts to improve and maintain this job performance and development focus to extend worker skills for future or higher job (Duah & Danso, 2017).

HR practices are a term used to allude concerning how individuals are overseen by the organization. The organization creates human resource practise that mirrors their convictions and connection amongst management and employees with a plan to finish the objectives by worker turnover. These practices incorporate training and development, recruitment and selection, performance management, compensation, safety and security, reward and performance appraisal and current representations (Oakland and Oakland, 2001). HR management is being seen as a vital staff related to authoritative qualities, mission, and mission. As an outcomes, there is currently much better fixation to measuring and upgrading employee and authoritative performance; break-even with business prospect and governmental policy regarding minorities in society arrangements plan and actualized by individual workplaces have contributed significantly to the differing qualities of the workforce; staffing methodology has turned out to be a great deal more refined; worker benefits framework have developed; and work outline and procedures have turned out to be more ingenious. According to Jaseel (2019) it could be a huge loss for any business organization when skilled and trained worker quitting the organization and it additionally affects the commitment and trustworthiness of alternative employees. The workers who let-off the organization also deduct the important and significant and information relevant to this organization, which can be utilize for the advantage of other new organization.

Training can be productive if it is overseen and compose adequately and proficiently. Training is presently wind up major and essential element for a fruitful performance management framework. In the present, consuming and forceful business condition, where new difficulties happening, the necessity of most appropriate training projects is obligatory for organization survival. In this way, the training program must be exact and look at discover the locale that needs training and these training persuade the
worker's needs which prompts the organization's accomplishment and development.

1.2. Objectives

Basic theme of the study is to uncover that;

- To find out how training can affect employee performance in banks;
- To find out how training can affect employee turnover;
- To find out how training can affect overall organizational development,

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In HR Management system, training is seen in organizations which provide training to its employees, considered to be an important variable for profitability, greater efficiency and increasing the market share (e.g. Tan and Batra, 1995; Aw and Tan, 1995). In today’s fast-changing world, creating a training opportunities for staff that connects structure learning to performance improvement has become critical for their organization’s competitive ability (Lau et al., 2019). As a rule, training is referred to the planned efforts that boost the thirst to learn occupation related skills, ability, and conduct of employees (Noe et al., 2006). Schaffner (2001) in his study confirm the relationship between workers’ training and efficiency, however employees training has a tendency to be lose esteem when the worker leaves the organization. Thusly the organization boost In this dynamic environment, largely staff have an interest to be told new things to take responsibility for career growth and earning. Training plays a really vital role to increase employee loyalty and commitment towards the organization as a result of it's useful for career growth. The current study is predicated on this undeniable fact that the banking sector growth depends on the expansion and development of their HR. For property development of the organization, there's a dire have to be compelled to satisfy the customers and employee’s desires and demands. Training & development of staff taking the organizations toward its destination to contend within the current era. There a dire would like for the organization to coach its staff to boost productivity and efficiency the cost of keeping position filled.

\[ H_0: \text{Training and Employee’s Performance have no significant relation.} \]

\[ H_1: \text{Training and Employee’s Performance have significant relation.} \]
The worker feels driven and cherished attributable to further skills and the researcher explicit there's a robust association between employee retention and training & development (Neog and Barua 2015; Gul, Akbar et al 2012; Perera, 2019, Wijesiri et al., 2019). The above hypothesis is developed to seek out out the role of training & development Sivasubramanian and Kroeck (1995) confirm the diverse viewpoint of human resource management as the idea of fit. The different kind of human resource management may be classified in two groups as inward and outer fit. Outside fit explains HR-Management as fundamental reconciliation, in contrast, inside fit as a perfect of practices. A few of investigates attempt to look at which fit is appropriately. Youndt et al., (1996) who observe the outer fit; their outcome shows more certain fit between superior HR-Management practices and quality system. Stavrou-Costea (2005) additionally contended that the powerful HR-Management is the basic component for the achievement of organizational goals. As endorsed by Lee and Lee (2007) impacts of HR Management practices on firm’s performance, specifically training and development, teamwork, monetary incentives, performance appraisal, and worker security help to boost firms' overall performance comprising employee's profitability, productivity and company's adaptability. As indicated by Champathes (2006), training and improving employees’ skills has turned into a critical procedure to enhance performance. Furthermore, training addresses the beliefs and practices which enhance performance (Garnett et. Al, 2007). Additionally, it is noted that training is about helping another person to enhance accomplishment (Starr, 2004).

Antonacopoulou (1996) declare that irrespective of value or volume of assets you provided, employee will not perform. So employee development is additionally a moral responsibility of the employers. Workers at all levels are included in the formative exercises whether the upper level employees, middle level or lower level employees’. Formative evaluation is a progressing procedure for the employee development amid the entire year. Essentially, it is a necessary piece of the performance management. This evaluation will decide the frail territory of employee where worker development is required keeping in mind the end goal to enhance the worker Performance (Kirkpatrick, 2006). Organizational development alludes to the accomplishment of general
authoritative objectives (Milkovich et al., 2004). Employee development prompts employee performance. Remarkable performance of a worker will prompt the organizational development. As per the expert’s views, condition is comprised of the authoritative, mechanical, political, financial, socio-social, and partner elements. As per further, every organization is set in a specific situation to which it is inseparably connected. This condition gives numerous settings that influence the organization and its performance, what it produces, and how it works.

\( H_0: \) Training and Employee’s Turnover are significantly correlated.

\( H_1: \) Training and Employee’s Turnover are not significantly correlated.

In the present era, every organization is needs to design such type of appropriate strategy that is helpful to reduce turnover and increase retention rate. The organizations have released that employee capabilities and skills are the most significant factor for corporate level benefits. There are various retention policies are exist which includes, training, promotion, compensation etc. Every organizations have realized that competitive advantage could be accomplished with the support of expert and skilful employees. All the reputable organizations focuses on some specific training instead of common training, because these organizations want to equipped their staff with adequate skills and improving their capabilities so that the employees are unfit for competitors, while some other organizations consider that staff’s skills and training are an investment that will provide a return in the shape of worker retention (Sani 2012). Employee retention and turnover are supported the correct designing of training by considering their needs and demand (Anvari et al., 2010). Kyndt et al (2009) declared that training could be a terribly important factor that’s useful to alter the thought method of turnover.

Turnover refers to the normal job switching for a given organization/firm, with respect to the rate with which a business grows and unfortunately the employees switch. For example, if a firm is considered having high turnover, it indicates that workers of that firm have a shorter stay as compared to other firms in same industry. Employee turnover has straightforwardly impact on the performance and organization sustainability. Many studies concentrated on the impacts of training as an investment on authoritative level results. Productivity, measured by bookkeeping Ögures like deals every year (Bartel
(1994), Dark and Lynch (1996), Barrett and O'Connell (2001)) or esteem included (Dearden et al. (2006) was anticipated by utilizing Cobb-Douglas creation capacities. Likewise, the outcomes differ generally which can be somewhat clarified by the abnormal state of accumulation, however may be brought about by contrasts in estimation methods (Zwick (2006)). Different reviews focussed on a mix of human resource management practice on holding training, is a challenging task that a large number of best work practices would promptly enhanced productivity (Arthur (1994), Huselid (1995), Delaney and Huselid (1996), Huselid et al. (1997), Ichniowski et al. (1997)). Similarly, training is just a single part of these practices which ravelling the effects all accounts very affectionately. For the most part, these reviews have announced a positive relationship between firm performance and human resource management on utilizing firm-level informational indexes.

According to Ichniowski et.al (1997) stress and anxiety that complementarity of different human resource practices prompts advance efficiency impacts. However, these reviews depend on study reactions of firm which delegates that request general training. To get more profound knowledge in the training practices, we utilize information from organization records that gives accurate data on training and prepared workers. Training is viewed as a venture, which builds professional efficiency. On account of producing particular aptitudes, training will prompt more occupation portability, though broad training, as a rule, affect the worker's (Becker, 1962). When concentrating on the association between training and turnover, the essential intrigue is in wilful stops. Since experts' expectations more definitely reflected in their pursuit of employment conduct, likely is a superior pointer for intentionally. Besides, even though the pursuit of employment won't provoke work portability, or, the different way, won't generally be gone before by occupation search, (De Graaf and Luijkx, 1997).

Additionally, factors that expect to change livelihoods are seen to be major elements of genuine turnover rates (Weisberg and Kirschenbaum, 1991). As shown by Becker (1962), worker turnover can demoralizingly influence an association, and it may in like manner incredibly influence the general capability of the association. This ends up being significantly and progressively essential in an association which is organization
arranged, for example, law execution, firemen, etc. and requires specially made capacities and abilities. Stephen and Bowley (2007) emphasis on consequence of financial contribution to training which onward raise viability of workers and organizations. The idea of a training is a vital that influences its benefit (Coho and Bowleg, 2007). The course plan for the training and the trainer decision discusses the accomplishment and the mistake of the training itself.

Dougherty (2000) highlighted the distinctive parts of previous research work on engagement, job placement, training and development, and employees’ achievement. The modes and strategies for training have started to contrast from the past and new systems are drawn closer in the present. Training is ending up noticeably more involved with a specific end goal to make it more viable for the workers. Parent (1995) inspected the addition of wages because of successful training. It is additionally watched that the businesses are remunerating inventiveness and aptitudes overcome the employee's training. Rautalanko and Lisper (2004) affirm that particular training ventures are expected to fix specific reasons and some are applied to general characteristics and deficiencies of workers prior to training. The two vital sorts of training are off-work training which is driven outside the work environment; and an on-work training which is driven inside the working environment. Productive and convincing occupation training, as it were, was influencing the worker of expertise during their present business. On the off training that a worker feels all around prepared, they thus engaged inside the organization. Coho and Bowleg (2007) said irrefutably the most perceptible autonomous factors affecting training and advancement. These factors incorporate training structure and pattern, trainer's quality, and employee’s involvement from the instructional course. The idea of training is generally affected by the trainer’s involvement, data, and motivation. Course blueprint of training decides if the training is expected at work, or off the work, or whether the course is fairly specific or general. An experts’ dimension of conviction reflects the capability and amplesness of the training which furthermore assembles the advantage.

\[ H_0: \text{Training and organizational Performance has significant correlation.} \]

\[ H_3: \text{Training and organizational Performance does not have significant correlation} \]
The banking sector and all over that there could be a strong association between organizational performance and training Ghazanfar, (2012). Once the organizations create spending on the organization it'll attract the workers emotionally, that will increase their level of performance (Jeet and Sayeed 2014). Several researchers argued that there's a robust and important impact of training on organizational performance (Eunice, 2014; Piyasena, 2016; Hassan the above hypothesis is developed to search out the role of training & organizational performance.

As its clear that key issue in business world since planning enhances the efficiency and the reasonability of employee and their affiliation. As obvious that implementation is based on different segments i.e. professional performance. So to improve the diverse level performance and the professional performance, planning is responsibility of manager of the organization. Consequently, purpose of this examination is to demonstrate effects of getting ready and structure of planning on the professional performance. Abdul Ghafoor (2011) shows that training and development increase the employee performance as the investigator reported that planning and development are essential activities to grow the performance of organization (Iftikhar Ahmad and Siraj-ud-uproar, 2009). Qaiser and Sara (2009) reported that employee performance is a basic aspect and structure which grows the performance of all things considered by organizations.

Roger Kaufman (2009) expresses his perspectives as "I think individuals are speaking progressively about performance and outcomes. They are not accomplishing increasingly about it". Thusly, training and development are critical factors. Centrality of our examination is that training enhances the organization performance. Training is essential for the representative's development and worker development support unavoidable aptitudes and abilities of representative reduced operational expenses limits, hierarchical liabilities and varying goals and objectives (Donald Nickels, 2006, M.A, 2009).

It is incredibly troublesome for individual to perform well at the particular kind of work place with no pre-training (Thomas N. Garavan, 1997). Arranged laborers act better when diverged from untrained delegates (Partlow, 1996; Tihanyi et al., 2000;
Boudreau et al., 2001, Shepard, Jon, et al., 2003, Flynn et al., 1995; Kaynak, 2003; Heras, 2006). All organizations must develop its employees’ as shown by need of the day, as they could meet their opponents (Carlos A. Primo Braga, 1995).

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study shows the significance of training and its effect on employee performance. Each variable characterizes its scope and presents a different influence on employee performance.

3.1. Research Framework

The theme of this investigation was to discover, regardless of whether training influences worker performance, employee turnover, and organizational performance or not. Essential information was utilized for this review and information was acquired through organized questionnaires. This study guides us to determine how training of employees influences employee performance, employee turnover and organizational performance in the selected organization i.e public and private banks working districts Malakand, Swat and Dir (L). As the data was quantitative and cross sectional, the exploratory research design utilized.

3.2. Population, Sample Procedure & Sample Size

There are various commercial and non-commercial banks operates in the country. All these banks are centrally administered by one main bank i.e. State Bank of Pakistan (SBP). Presently, almost all the banks operate their business in Malakand division which running their operations in other parts of the country. These banks including National Bank of Pakistan (NBP), United Bank Limited (UBL), Muslim Commercial bank (MCB), Allied Bank Limited (ABL), Khyber Bank, Habib Bank Limited (HBL), Bank of Punjab, Alberka Bank, Mezan Bank, Bank Alfalah, Habib Metro Bank etc. Total 09 banks was selected and from each bank 20 employees was chosen as respondents. In the sampling method, respondents were selected for this study using a random sampling method. Approximately 1000 employees are working in these organizations. A sample size of 180 respondents was selected as a sample of this study using a random sampling method.
3.3. Data Collection

Organized questionnaires were utilized as the instrument for this review. The required information was gathered through outlined polls out of different respondents of the selected organization. It incorporates eight items on training, four items on employee performance, six items on employee turnover and seven items on organizational performance. What's more, data was collected through the 5-point Likert scale.

3.4. Data Analysis

The gathered information was broken down through (SPSS) V.16. Since the review utilized subjective factors the outcomes were translated as counts and percentages. To discover the relationship between the factors, the Correlation method was utilized. To decide the circumstances and results between these factors Regression investigation was utilized.

![Figure 1. Theoretical Model of the Study](image)

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1. Demographic Distribution

The required information was gathered from a total of 180 respondents from the various banks' representatives of the Malakand Division. The order of frequencies and rates of the statistical factors are clarified in table 1 and 2 below.
Table 1. Gender and Marital Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>76.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 depicts distribution of respondents in light of marital status and gender. From the sampled size 150 (83.3%) respondents were male and 30 (16.7%) were female. Among 180 correspondents 137 (76.1%) are married and 43 (23.9%) are unmarried.

While Table 4.2 presents respondent’s distribution on premise of qualification, age, designation, monthly income, and experience. The most elevated age gathering of respondents tumbled from 31-40 years with a most astounding rate of 65.6 %, even though the age gathering of 41-50 years just exhibits 12.8 % respondents and the age group of 20-30 presenting 21.1% representation. The vast bulk of respondents has a graduate degree in commerce, banking, and accounting or finance altogether of capability with the most noteworthy rate of 56 % while 36.7 % have a Master's degree then again just 8. 3% hold MS/M.Phil degree.

Most of the respondents lies in the ranges of Rs.40,000 to Rs.50,000 and Rs.50,000 to Rs.70,000 monthly income, with (57,57) 31.7% each. On the other hand, only (30) 16.7% were earning between Rs.70000 – Rs.100000 and (36) 20 % of respondents earning monthly Rs.100000 – Rs.150000 and above. Concerning the data collected, results explained that 116 employees' (64.4%) belonged OG –II group, 18.3% (33) belonged OG –I group, 16.7 % (30) represents the OG - III and 0.6% (1) are other. About the experience, OG-II group comprised of 78 respondents with 43.3% of the respondents had highest experience between 4 to 6 years followed by 41 (22.8 %) of respondents with experience of 1 to 3 years and 7 to 10 years consists of 39 respondents of OG-I group with 21.7%.
Pearson's Correlation

Table 3 represents and explains the results of Pearson's co-efficient of correlation of the variables of the study at (P <0.01). Significant correlation of the four variables is under. The connection framework indicates variety among the factors of the investigation. As it is obvious from the table that there was a critical and positive connection among's training and employee's performance in the chosen organizations (0.634**, ** p<.01). These outcomes mean that the employee performance in the banks is incredibly influenced via training programs. The outcomes proposed that as the training level change.

The employee performance would likewise change. On the off chance that training builds the employee performance will likewise increment. What's more, as the training influences worker's performance, in a similar time training can likewise improve organization development. Correspondingly the relationship between employees’ turnover is additionally and negatively associated with training as it's reasonable from results (- 0.393**, **p<.01). Employees turnover is a measure of the normal span of services an employee offers for a given firm/industry, concerning the rate at which an employer increases and misfortunes staff. The employees’ performance and efficiency might be affected by various variables that are the reason it is portrayed that an upbeat worker is progressively gainful. The outcomes delineate that critical and positive relationship amongst training and organization development as the outcome appeared (0.079*, *.p<.05).
Findings recommended that both a sudden decline (High to Medium) and increment (Low to Medium) in training could result in debilitated organization development which specifically influences the performance of employees. Thus the general performance is enormously influenced by the training in the chose organizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Employee Performance</th>
<th>Organization Development</th>
<th>Employee Turnover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Performance</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.634**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Development</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.079*</td>
<td>-.085</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Turnover</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-.393**</td>
<td>.274**</td>
<td>.161*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
N = 180

4.3. Regression Analysis

The framework indicates variation among the factors of the investigation. As it is obvious from the table that there was a critical and positive relationship among training and worker's performance in the chose associations (0.634**, ** p<.01). These outcomes mean that the worker performance in the banks is incredibly influenced by training programs. The outcomes proposed that as the training level change, the worker performance would likewise change. On the off chance that training builds the worker performance will likewise increment. What's more, as the training influences worker's performance, in a similar time training can likewise improve by and large association development. Correspondingly the relationship between representative turnover is additionally negatively associated with training as its clear from results (-0.393**, **.p<.01). Employees’ turnover is a measure of the average period of employee services for a given firm/industry, concerning the rate at which a business increases and misfortunes staff.

The organization development and efficiency might be affected by various
variables that are the reason it is portrayed that an organization is progressively developed. The outcomes delineate that critical and positive relationship among training and association development as the outcome appeared (0.079*, *p<.05).

Findings recommended that both a sudden decline (High to Medium) and increment (Low to Medium) in training could result in debilitated organization development which specifically influences the performance of workers. Thus the general performance is enormously influenced by the training in the chose organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Model Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Training  
b. Dependent Variable: Employee Performance

Table 4 show regression values of training and employee performance. It’s obvious from qualities acquired in table that there is positive and profoundly huge connection among training and the employees’ performance is observed among the respondents of the chose organization. The estimation of t-ratio (10.95) is more prominent than 2 (t > 2), P value 0.000 is profoundly critical with (P < 0.05). The beta coefficient (Beta = 0.634). The general model fit was dictated by F insights and the general criticalness F-value (6119.92) which is more prominent than 3 (F>3). The Coefficient of Determination $R^2 = 0.403$. These statistics presents the ratio of explained and total variation. It was seen that estimation of $R^2$ is somewhat low as the information was in general cross-sectional.

4.4. Regression Analysis between Training and Employee Turnover

Table 5 demonstrates the relapse investigation of training and employee turnover. The outcomes demonstrate a huge and negative connection between these two factors. The estimation of t-ratio was (-11.509), which was under 2, and P-value was 0.000 (P < 0.05), which were exceptionally huge. The estimation of the beta coefficient was (Beta = -0.393). The general model fit for relapse condition was dictated by F insights. The model was generally speaking critical where F-value (32.531) was more noteworthy than 3 (F > 3). The coefficient of Determination $R^2 = 0.155$. These statistics presents the ratio
of explained and total variation. It was seen that because of the idea of information as it was cross sectional, consequently estimation of $R^2$ was estimated marginally low.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>t-Ratio</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-11.509</td>
<td>32.531</td>
<td>0.393$^a$</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>-0.393</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a.$ Predictors: (Constant), Training Means  
$b.$ Dependent Variable: Employee Turnover Means

### 4.5. Regression Analysis of Training and Organization Development

Table 6 demonstrates the regression analysis of training and organization development. The outcomes demonstrate a huge and positive connection between these two factors. The estimation of t-ratio was (2.147) which was more noteworthy than 2 ($t > 2$), and P-value was 0.000 ($P < 0.05$), which were exceedingly huge. The general model fit for relapse condition was controlled by F measurements. The model shows a positive and measurably critical relationship, where F-value (4.610) was more prominent than 3 ($F > 3$). The model demonstrates a positive and factually huge connection between preparing and association advancement. The coefficient of Determination $R^2 = 0.041$. These statistics presents the ratio of explained and total variation. The beta coefficient value was (Beta = 0.202). Although general information was cross-sectional, in this manner, the estimation of $R^2$ was noted somewhat low.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>t-Ratio</th>
<th>F-value</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.147</td>
<td>4.610</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a.$ Predictors: (Constant), Training Means  
$b.$ Dependent Variable: organization development Means

### 5. DISCUSSION

In Pakistan, training is continually exercise in banking sector to improve the worker competencies, capabilities, skills and experiences. Employees' turnover is largely affected by training & developments which lead to employees' retention and better performance. However, there's a requirement of correct assessment before arranging
training programs instead to repeat the training programs once more and again. The study concentrate on recognized the relationship between training and employee performance, worker turnover and organization development in the chose organization. Since these factors are between related and reasonable systems additionally demonstrated that when considered while conducting this study. Certainly, in each organization around the world, a substantial number of working individuals experience the effects of training. In the event that the organization does not give any regard for employees' training and deem as just an individual issue and not as an organization issue, then organization need to confront out with the misfortune because of truancy, turnover, add up to cost of business related mishaps, low profitability and work that is not up to the guidelines and training likewise impacts the association of, worker turnover and performance. The organization must hold training decidedly and positively to expand profitability and Performance.

Karbasi et al (2004) summed up a study and trust that 90.17% of employees have high or high degrees of training, 1.29% have normal training and 53% have a next to zero training. It was proficient that there is a huge relationship between training on worker performance, employee turnover and organization development of the chose organization. As it’s evident from outcomes of this reviews employees' of the chose organization, general worker's training levels and organization development are high and worker turnover Performance is tolerably low. Staff feel motivated, engaged, and confident when they receive training on bank expenditures that give a clear indication of their importance to the bank, ultimately having a significant effect on their retention and engagement. Competitors are willing and attract the trained employee to gain a competitive advantage to achieve the objectives of the organization; therefore, the organization focuses on training to decrease employees’ turnover. The findings also supported with the studies of past authors work contributing to training, performance and employee’ turnover (Liang, 2015; Cloutier and Felusiak 2015; Ghazanfaret al., 2012).

5.1. Summary

The current study was steered to discover the effects of training on worker's
performance, employee turnover and organization development of banks situated in the Malakand Division. It is additionally clarified that whether training initiates worker's abilities to perform or not. To accomplish goals of the study, essential information were gathered through Stratified Random Sampling from a sample of \( n = 180 \) respondents. An organized survey was conducted to accumulate fundamental information from the respondents. These studies were coursed dispersed among the workers in the picked association. The researcher used five-point Likert scale to evaluate alternative points of view and appraisal of the respondents. Correlation index was used to find the relationship among the variable, as the examination was of descriptive, the factors of the investigation were shown as frequencies and rates. Additionally legitimize the outcomes, regression investigation was likewise computed at the level of significance 5%.

It is concluded from the above the training is the foremost and important factor for the business success in the prevailing knowledge economy. The training is an investment that ultimately provides the return to the organization. The training & development also play important role in promotion, compensation, motivation, loyalty, product knowledge, grooming, skills, job requirement, motivation and understanding the rules & regulations of the bank.

5.2. Recommendations

The following were recommended which is supporting the above discussion:

- It is prescribed that different endeavors ought to be made to boost the training by reducing the inconveniences related to employments or positions. An assortment of training projects identified with, critical thinking, time administration, and human relations and limit building training ought to be organized.

- Banks need to identify the roles and responsibilities of each employee and this should be determined before sending employees to the training courses that need to be appropriate to their type of job. This practice can help get the best results from training.

- In the banking sector, employee's welfare rules and policies ought to be establish and regularized.

- It is recommended that the organization find a way to recognize shortcomings
that specifically influence not only the bank staff but indirectly the customers too. Strong measures should be taken to minimize or withdraw the causes of turnover.

- Human Resource Department section ought to select right person for right job and ought to recognize identity components and competencies required for work in their organization. Businesses ought to connect with their employees' as indicated by their identity and competency level, which will bring about worker performance, least employee turnover and minimize absenteeism.

- Career planning and improvement is likewise a fundamental piece of workers. In time advancement and up-degrees can decrease the impacts of mentoring.

- Motivation is considered as a key point that specifically or by implication influences the worker's accomplishment. Inspired laborers are satisfied with their workplace and further energetic to apply their endeavors for the altruism of the associations.

- Banks should work to improve skills and performance while remembering the age, gender, educational level and experience of the trainee.

- The organization should take care of their workers' residential and budgetary needs as requests identified with the household or money related issues are viewed as the primary driver of extra hierarchical pressure.

- Monetary motivators assume a critical job in improving the employee’s performance; the board ought to set up a legitimate reward and advantageous framework in their associations.
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